Poisson and Poisson-Boltzmann equations (PE and PBE) are widely used in molecular modeling to estimate the electrostatic contribution to the free energy of a system. In such applications, PE often needs to be solved multiple times for a large number of system configurations. This can rapidly become a highly demanding computational task. To accelerate such calculations we implemented a graphical processing unit (GPU) PE solver described in this work. The GPU solver performance is compared to that of our central processing unit (CPU) implementation of the solver. During the performance analysis the following three characteristics were studied: (1) precision associated with the modeled system discretization on the grid, (2) numeric precision associated with the floating point representation of real numbers (this is done via comparison of calculations with single precision (SP) and double precision (DP)), and (3) execution time. Two types of example calculations were carried out to evaluate the solver performance: (1) solvation energy of a single ion and a small protein (lysozyme), and (2) a single ion potential in a large ion-channel (α-hemolysin). In addition, influence of various boundary condition (BC) choices was analyzed, to determine the most appropriate BC for the systems that include a membrane, typically represented by a slab with the dielectric constant of low value. The implemented GPU PE solver is overall about 7 times faster than the CPU-based version (including all four cores). Therefore, a single computer equipped with multiple GPUs can offer a computational power comparable to that of a small cluster. Our calculations showed that DP versions of CPU and GPU solvers provide nearly identical results. SP versions of the solvers have very similar behavior: in the grid scale range of 1-4 grids/Å the difference between SP and DP versions is less than the difference stemming from the system discretization. We found that for the membrane protein, the use of a focusing technique with periodic boundary conditions in rough grid provides significantly better results than using a focusing technique with the electric potential set to zero at the boundaries.
Introduction
In computational biophysics, Poisson and Poisson-Boltzmann equations (PE and PBE) are widely used in molecular modeling to estimate the electrostatic contribution to the free energy of a system. Methods utilizing PE/PBE include: calculations of pK shifts of ionizable residues [1, 2, 26] , molecular dynamics Poisson-Boltzmann surface area (MD-PBSA) method of free energy calculations [15, 27] , electrostatic component analysis for binding affinities [5, 11] and prediction of ion-channel current-voltage characteristics [4, 7, 9, 14, 22, 23] . These methods require PE/PBE to be solved for multiple system configurations. For example, in pK calculations PE/PBE is solved for different protonation states; while more sophisticated methods also include calculations for different side chain rotamers. In MD-PBSA the PE/PBE is solved for each snapshot of a previously calculated MD trajectory. In several methods of ion-channel current-voltage characteristics prediction, PE/PBE is solved for all possible positions of mobile ions in an ion-channel pore. Although a single PE/PBE calculation can be performed relatively quickly the need to solve it for multiple system configurations leads to a computationally demanding task.
Modern graphical processing units (GPU) have enjoyed rapid progress over the last decade providing up to several TFLOPS (single precision) of computational power [18] . Therefore, it appears attractive to utilize GPUs to solve PE and PBE. However, the solver must be written specifically for GPU architecture. In addition, since GPU and CPU compilers optimize code differently leading to close but binary different results it is important to analyze the effect of GPU implementation on the numeric precision of the solver.
Recently we have developed a multi-purpose solver that is capable of solving PE/PBE as well as the Nernst-Planck equation and equations of Poisson-Nernst-Planck theory [23] . Although that solver is reasonably fast, limitations on computation time place a severe barrier for practical utilization in case of multiple system configurations. In this article we report on a GPU implementation of a PE solver (GPU solver) following finite difference algorithm developed by Nicholls and Honig [17] . We purely concentrated on improvement of execution time rather than improving accuracy of PE/PBE solver. The reader interested in the later can refer to following works [6, 16, 21, 29] . The solver is implemented for the GPUs produced by NVIDIA (GeForce 200 and Fermi architectures). The performance of the GPU solver is compared to the central processing unit (CPU) version of the PE solver for three different systems: a single ion, a small protein (lysozyme), and a relatively large ion-channel (α-hemolysin). For the single ion and small protein, the solvation energies are calculated. For the ion-channel single ion potential of mean force (SIP) is calculated. Several sources of errors are analyzed: (1) errors due to system discretization, (2) errors introduced by floating point representation of real numbers, and (3) influence of boundary conditions (BC), which is especially crucial to membrane protein due to solvent heterogeneity. To understand the discretization error the PE is solved for a wide range of grid steps. A contribution of a floating point representation to the precision was analyzed by comparing results obtained by single and double precision versions of the solver. Finally, the influence of BC is analyzed by comparing focusing BC with zero and periodic BC.
In the following section, the Poisson equation and a numeric method to solve it are introduced first, followed by details on our CPU and GPU implementations. Then testing cases and performance analysis methods are described.
Methods

Poisson Equation
Poisson equation (PE) is a continuum approximation, where solvent is treated implicitly by assigning a solvent dielectric media throughout all spaces occupied by solvent. Proteins and other molecules of interest are treated as a rigid body with a low dielectric constant and a fixed charge distribution. Electrostatic potential is computed using the Poisson
where r is a three dimensional (3D) position vector, ε(r) is a position dependent dielectric constant, ρ(r) is a charge density originated from charged protein atoms and (r) is electrostatic potential. Poisson equation is subjected to the Direchlet boundary conditions (BC) for the electrostatic potential, a constant potential on the simulation box boundaries. In the case of the protein insertion in homogenous solvent the potential on the borders is usually approximated by the Coulomb's law (Coulomb BC). In the case when the protein is submerged into heterogeneous environment ( into membrane) Coulomb BC cannot be applied; therefore, zero potential at the box boundary, or periodic BC are often used. However, the PE solution with either zero or periodic BC depends on the buffering region size (a region between the protein and the boundary) and therefore, the proper size of buffering region must be determined before the production calculations. 
Numerical Solution of Poisson Equation
Our PE solver implementation closely follows the rapid finite difference algorithm introduced by Nicholls and Honig [17] . The PE is solved using the iterative finite difference method with successive over-relaxation and the "chessboard" prefetch algorithm. Here, all continuous fields (ε(r), ρ(r) and (r)) are represented through their values in each node of a 3D rectangular grid with equal grid spacing of (Figure 1 ). Following the finite difference treatment of the partial differential equation, the value of electrostatic potential in each node of the grid can be expressed through the potential of six surrounding neighboring nodes:
where 0 is the value of electrostatic potential in one of the grid nodes; are the values of potential in neighboring node, where index takes following values: 1,2 for shift of ± in -direction; 3,4 for shift of in -direction and 5,6 for (see Figure 1 for clarification); and ε is dielectric constant which shifts from central node by half grid spacing (h/2) in the same direction as . Following the successive over-relaxation method the new value ( N ) calculated from Eq. (2) is accepted as a linear combination with old value( O ):
where is a relaxation parameter that can take values in between 0 and 2. Combining Eqs. (2) and (2) the iterative scheme becomes:
As can be seen from Eq. (4) the value of the central node depends only on itself and six adjustment nodes. Therefore it is possible to first update only nodes with even indexes, i.e (2* +1, 2* +1, 2* +1) and then update nodes with odd indexes, i.e. (2* , 2* , 2* ). This technique often refers to as "chessboard" pre-fetch.
Implementation for CPU.
In order to utilize the parallel execution capabilities of a single CPU core (vectorization) and to minimize the number of numeric operations, Eq. (4) can be split into three terms:
where the first term ( L 0 ) corresponds to the iterative scheme of Laplace equation (homogeneous dielectric media without charge), the second ( DB 0 ) term is associated with dielectric boundaries and is equal to zero in all grid nodes surrounded by the same dielectric constant, and the third term ( 0 ) corresponds to static charges and is equal to zero in all uncharged nodes. These three terms are given by:
It is easy to see that 0 is the most computationally demanding part. In order to simplify the "chessboard" pre-fetch we have grouped the nodes into 8-node blocks of size 2×2×2 (two nodes in each direction, Figure 2B ). In addition it helps to hide limitations of memory bandwidth.
Implementation for GPU.
The GPU solver is implemented using NVIDIA's Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [18] . At first NVIDIA GPU architecture will be briefly described. Each GPU chip contains several streaming multiprocessors (SM) (Figure 2A ), which contain a number of CUDA cores. SM has its own on-chip memory which can be shared among CUDA cores. This memory is called shared memory. This memory is significantly faster than on-board video memory but of very small size, thus in order to achieve high performance shared memory must be efficiently utilized. From a programming point of view, the programming for GPU follows a multi-thread paradigm. Each thread is executed on a CUDA core. Threads are grouped into blocks. Threads of the same block are executed on the same SM therefore threads of the same block have access to on-chip shared memory. Further thread blocks are grouped into a grid. The threads from different blocks can communicate only through on-board video memory; however, these communications has very high latency in case of cache-miss and thus their use should be minimized.
In the GPU implementation of PE solver each 8-node block (2×2×2 nodes) is assigned to a separate thread ( Figure 2B ). All threads along the -axis with the same y and z grid indexes are grouped into the thread block. This blocking and utilization of on-chip shared memory allow the reduction of the potential values reading for the threads belongs to the same thread block. The solver is written using the NVIDIA CUDA extension of C language.
Calculation of Dielectric Constant Distribution
In the Poisson equation finite difference scheme the dielectric constants are set on the half edge between the nodes of the electric potential grid. This corresponds to three separate grids of the dielectric constants each of which has the same dimensionality as the electric potential grid, but is displaced from it by the distance of a half grid spacing ( /2) in , and directions respectively. A calculation of each dielectric distribution is done independently. The protein dielectric constant (ε ) is set in all nodes located inside the solvent excluded volume (SEV) and in all other nodes the dielectric constant is set to solvent dielectric constant (ε ). The algorithm for defining the protein internal region is somewhat similar to algorithm of Gilson and Honig [10] .
Prior to describing our algorithm for defining SEV the definition of molecular surfaces and volumes will be introduced (for illustration see 3, for more details on molecular surfaces and volumes see review by Connolly) [8] Van der Waals (vdW) volume is the superposition of protein atoms represented by spheres with radii set to atom's radii (R ). vdW surface is a surface which encloses vdW volume. Expanded vdW volume and surface is similar to vdW volume and surface with a difference that spheres' radii are set to the protein atom radii plus probe radii (R + R ). Spherical probe represents a solvent molecule (radius of 1.4 Å is usually used for water). Solvent excluded volume (SEV) is expanded vdW volume without the volume sweeped by probe sphere rolled on expanded vdW surface. Molecular surface is the surface with enclosed SEV.
Overall, the algorithm of dielectric constant distribution set up consists of three steps: 1) the points on expanded vdW surface are found and the initial protein's interior region is set to an expanded vdW volume; 2) the probe sphere is placed in all previously found points of the expanded vdW surface and positions within this probe are removed from the protein's interior region; and 3) the values of the dielectric constants are assigned for the protein's interior region and regions occupied by the solvent. In more detail the algorithm can be described as follows (see 4 for illustration):
Step 1: determination of expanded vdW surface and initial assignment of dielectric constants. For the determination of expanded vdW surface we use the grid of the same size as used for the solution of PE. At first the dielectric constant is set to ε for all nodes of the grid; then for the nodes located within vdW volume dielectric constant is set to ε ; simultaneously each node which is belonging to expanded vdW volume but not belonging to vdW volume is marked as node that has the possibility of having a protein interior dielectric constant (ε ). Finally, one position on the expanded vdW surface is recorded for each node adjacent to the surface. This position is located on the intersection of expanded vdW surface and the line that connects the atom center and the node. In the case where several atoms have their expanded vdW surface next to the same node, only the position closest to vdW surface is recorded.
Step 2: rolling probe sphere on found expanded vdW surface. The probe is applied to each expanded vdW surface point determined by the previous step. All the nodes which are marked as possibly having ε and swept by the probe are set to solvent dielectric constant (ε ).
Step 3: final adjustments. All nodes still marked as having possible protein dielectric constant are assigned protein dielectric constant.
Some implementation details for GPU.
Each of these steps was implemented on GPU.
Step 2 and step 3 are trivial and direct. In step 2 each point on the expanded vdW surface was calculated by a block of threads the size of which corresponds to the probe diameter.
Step 1 is more complicated since several thread blocks handling different atoms can simultaneously access for read/write the same node. It would not affect the set up of initial dielectric constant map but can significantly affect the calculation of the vdW surface. The solution is to utilize atomic instruction, which guarantees that only one thread accesses the memory address at a time. However, an advanced atomic instruction is only available for fixed point number representations. Therefore in GPU implementation we use a fixed point number representation for distances from the vdW protein surface, this, fortunately, does not significantly affect calculated surface due to the fact that even with a floating point representation of the distance the exponent is nearly the same around one node. In all the tests we have not found significant differences between the results obtained via solver in the CPU and GPU implementations.
Calculation of Charge Densities arising from Protein
In calculation of charge density created by protein atoms the charge of each atom is distributed over eight adjusted nodes [13] with the following weights:
where f(i,j,k) is a charge scaling factor for node with indexes and a is a vector which connects the center of the atom with the center of the node.
Focusing of BC
Focusing is a two-step technique where in the first step PE is solved on a rough grid with high physical dimension but small grid scale; and in the second step PE is solved on a fine grid using BC calculated from first step. In comparison with rough grid, fine grid has smaller physical size but with finer grid spacing. Focusing combines more precise consideration of BC remoteness with more precise calculation of the region of interest. BC for a rough grid can be set to zero, coulomb or periodic BC.
Testing systems
For the tests we chose calculation of solvation energy of single ion and small protein -lysozyme. For the larger system we chose the calculation of single ion potential of mean force, which is of particular interest for modeling of ion transport in biological ion-channels.
Solvation energy.
Solvation energy is the energy required to transfer a molecule from a solvent with low dielectric media (ε =2) to solvent with high dielectric media (ε =80). The dielectric constant for internal molecular space was set to 2.
Ion solvation energy.
The main benefit of this system is the availability of an analytical solution, which allowed direct evaluation of solver precision. Ion radius is set to 2 Å with a charge of +1 e. System size is (20 Å) 3 , and grid scale was varied from 0.5 to 14 grids/Å. In addition to ion with centrally located charge, solvation energy of ion with decentralized charge were also performed and compared to analytical solution of Kirkwood [12] .
Lysozyme solvation energy.
Calculation of small protein solvation energy allows for simulations to be compared on a wide range of grid scales. For the small protein hen egg white lysozyme was chosen. Lysozyme consists of 129 amino-acid residues and facilitates hydrolysis of polysaccharides in cell walls [28] . Lysozyme coordinates were obtained from PDB databank (code is 2LZT) [20] . The standard protonations were used for all titratable residues. Atomic radii and charges were set using PARSE force field [24] . For most of the calculations the simulation box was (64 Å) 3 . This size and application of Coulomb BC allows sufficient buffer to minimize the effect of BC. The grid scale was varied from 0.5 to 8 grids/Å.
Single ion potential (SIP) in α-hemolysin.
Calculation of SIP the in α-hemolysin channel was chosen as a test case for the large system. Calculation of SIP is often required during modeling of ion transport in the biological ion-channel. Therefore this case serves not only for a testing purposes but also to establish the proper protocol for SIP calculation. SIP is the energy required to move a single ion from the bulk to a particular position in the system. SIP can be calculated using PE as follows:
where r is a particular position of ion in the channel pore; E P − (r) is the electrostatic energy of the system, which includes protein, membrane and ion in position r; E P is the electrostatic energy of the system, which includes protein and membrane; and E is the electrostatic energy of ion. E P − (r), E P and E include grid energy, which is cancelled out in E SIP (r). E exhibits a weak dependency on the ion position in the simulation box, due to varying effect of BC remoteness. However the calculations show that with the use of Coulomb BC or focusing technique this dependency is negligible.
α−Hemolysin is a large heptameric protein toxin from Staphylococcus aureus [19] . Each oligomer of α-hemolysin consists of 293 amino-acid residues. The insertion of α-hemolysin into a membrane of an affected cell can cause an uncontrolled flow of ions and small molecules through the cell's membrane, which in turn can lead to cell death [3] . α-Hemolysin coordinates were obtained from the protein data bank (code 7AHL) [25] . The protein pore was aligned with the z axis and its geometric center was moved to the origin of the coordinates. PARSE force field [24] was used from protein atom radii and charges. The dielectric constant for protein, membrane and ion was set to 4.
Because α-hemolysin is embedded into the membrane Coulomb BC cannot be applied. Thus to isolate the problem of finding the proper BC from finding the proper grid scale SIP in the α-hemolysin is calculated first without membrane and with Coulomb BC. Then the effect of zero and periodic BC is studied on SIP in α-hemolysin with and without implicit membrane.
For SIP in α-hemolysin without membrane and with Coulomb BC the simulation box is set to (128 Å) 3 (for details on dependency of SIP on remoteness of Coulomb BC see SI). The grid spacing varied from 0.5 to 4 grids/ Å. For SIP in α-hemolysin with membrane a focusing technique was used. The physical size for fine grid is (128 Å) 3 with grid spacing of 3 grids/ Å. The physical size for rough grid varied from (257 Å) 3 to (513 Å) 3 and grid scale is 1 grids/ Å. Two types of BC are applied in rough grid: (1) zero BC and (2) periodic BC. Periodic BC was applied only in x and y directions.
Generation of Different System Discretizations on the Grid
Different discretizations for calculation of ion solvation energies were generated by placing the ion into different positions, namely the ion was placed at (i*h/4,j*h/4,k*h/4), where h is grid spacing and indexes i, j, k run from 0 to 3. Therefore in total 64 different discretizations were generated.
Different discretizations for lysozyme were generated by rotating the protein around its geometric center. The initial 258 equally distributed rotations were reduced to 8 different rotations by combining the rotation which resulted in the same discretization on the grid (rotations by 90°and mirroring).
Different discretizations for AHL were generated similarly to ion system; however, only 8 different discretizations were generated by shifting the protein position by (i*h/2,j*h/2,k*h/2), where indexes i, j, k run from 0 to 1.
Performance Analysis
Two sources of errors were analyzed: (1) imprecision associated with system discretization on the grid and (2) imprecision associated with floating point representation of real numbers. The first is analyzed by solving PE for various system discretizations on the grid; the deviations among calculated energies are reported as standard deviations (σ ). The second source of errors is analyzed by comparison of the results calculated using double and single precision; namely, the results of the particular solver are compared with the double precision CPU solver (∆E-∆E − ). The comparison of these two metrics allows the identification of conditions when a particular solver performs as good as the double precision CPU version.
All calculations were executed on a single CPU desktop with Intel Core i7 930 processor and 6 GB of DDR3 memory. The GPU solver was executed on NVIDIA GTX 480 with 1.5 GB of DDR5 video memory.
Results and Discussions
Ion Solvation Energy
The ion solvation energy was studied using our four numeric solvers. The results were compared among these solvers as well as with analytical solution. All numeric solutions converge to analytical solution as can be judge by a linear dependency of solvation energy deviation from analytical solution on grid spacing (6A). However on practical grid scales, all solvers significantly overestimate solvation energy (5A). This can be compensated by proper parameterization. In fact, PARSE [24] parameters set was optimized for grid scale of 4 grids/Å and therefore it is wise to use parameters closed to one used during parameterization. The numeric solution of solvation energy ion with decentralized charge has similar behavior to analytic solution (6B); the numeric solution diverge stronger from analytic solution when charge approaches the dielectric constant border there the effect of pore sphere representation becomes higher. The standard deviations of ion solvation energies generated by different system discretizations are virtually identical among all solvers. (5A). Throughout all tested grid scales both DP versions of the solver had extremely close results. At moderate grid scales (1-6 grid/Å) all four solvers showed very similar results. Specifically, the differences between them are at least an order of magnitude less than the imprecision associated with system discretization. On the finer grid scales (8 grid/Å to 14 grid/Å) the deviation between both SP versions of the solver and DP solvers become comparable with imprecision resulting from system discretization. For a single ion, SP versions of CPU and GPU solver provide results virtually identical to DP versions on grid scales commonly used for PE calculations (1-4 grid/Å). 
Lysozyme Solvation Energy
The calculated lysozyme solvation energies have a pattern very similar to that for a single ion. Namely four features can be noted: (1) the dependency of precision associated with system discretization on grid scale is similar among all solvers (5), (2) both DP solvers shows extremely close results on all tested grid scales (5), (3) both SP solvers have results close to that of DP solvers in the moderate grid scale range (1 -4 grids/Å) and (4) on finer grids (grid scales 5-8 grids/Å) the difference between SP versions of the solvers and DP versions become comparable with imprecision associated with system discretization. The main difference between results for the two systems (ion and lysozyme) is that the deviation of SP solvers from DP solvers in grid scales from 5 grid/Å to 6 grid/Å is higher in lysozyme; however it is still less than the imprecision associated with system discretization. In real application PE is solved on grid scale in range 1 -4 grid/Å, thus for small proteins solvers with SP can be used.
Single Ion Potential in α-Hemolysin without Membrane
To study how the electrostatic energies depend on grid scale for a large system SIP in α-hemolysin without membrane was calculated for grid scales from 1 to 4 grid/Å with Coulomb BC. Similarly to previous two systems on this grid scale range the deviation of SP solvers from DP solver is less than imprecision associated with system discretization ( Figure 7A ). Therefore the utilization of SP is reasonable for such grid scales. Because of solvent inhomogeneity in membrane protein systems Coulomb BC cannot be applied. To analyze how focusing techniques with different BC on rough grid in comparison diverge from more precise Coulomb BC, SIP in α-hemolysin without membrane was calculated. As seen in Figure 7B calculations with periodic BC converge faster to SIP calculated with Coulomb BC than zero BC. Therefore the utilization of periodic BC in x,y directions is preferable for membrane protein. This will be elaborated in following section. 
Single Ion Potential in α-Hemolysin with Membrane
Both focusing with zero BC and focusing with periodic BC in x and y directions should converge to the same value. However focusing with periodic BC leads to faster convergence (8) . Thus for the calculation of SIP in ion-channel and solvation energies of membrane protein in general it is more attractive to use focusing with periodic BC. The results of the final calculation of 3D SIP are shown on Figure 9 . 
Performance of GPU Solver
As seen in Figure 9A , the GPU solver is overall 7.2 times faster than the CPU solver executed on four cores. Different stages of solving PE exhibit a different speed-up over the CPU implementation which has a high correlation with interthread data dependency. A setup of Coulomb boundary conditions (BC) has the highest speed-up over the CPU version. This is not surprising because the electrostatic potentials on each boundary node are calculated independently of any other grid; thus Coulomb BC setup can be characterize as high parallelizable task. The iteration over FD scheme is also highly parallel because at each semi-step each updating node depends only on itself and 6 adjutant non-updated nodes, however this step press higher demand on the memory bandwidth than setup of Coulomb BC and thus speed-up is lower. As opposed to two stages mentioned before the system setup does not enjoy high parallelism and thus has a small speed-up over CPU implementation. This is mainly due to the calculation of solvent excluded volume where neighboring atoms can compete for the same grid nodes. This results in inter-thread data dependency and therefore lower potency for the parallelization. Fortunately, system set-up takes only a small portion of overall execution time and thus the current speed-up is satisfactory. It is interesting to note that the speedup of GPU over CPU solver roughly corresponds to the memory bandwidth difference between computer memory and video memory. Therefore for memory bandwidth limited problems the possible speed-up from the use of GPU can be evaluated by comparing the memory bandwidths. Figure 9B shows the execution time on GPU dependent on grid size. The GPU solver allows a single PE calculation on a grid of size 514 3 in less than a minute of execution time. The final calculation of 3D SIP in α-hemolysin utilizes a focusing technique where the rough grid has size of (385 Å) 3 and grid scale of 1 grid/Å and fine grid has size (130 Å) 3 and grid scale of 3 grids/Å. On average the calculation of each ion position takes 18 s. Thus the calculation of SIP with resolution 2 Å (12755 positions) will take 64 hours, or 16 hours in case of a computer equipped with 4 GPUs.
Conclusions
The implemented GPU solver is 7.2 times faster overall than CPU version (including all four cores). Taking into consideration that up to four GPUs can be installed into one system, the productivity of a such system is comparable to a small cluster.
The GPU and CPU solvers of PE with single and double precision show similar results in the grid scale range of 1-4 grid/Å, which are most often used in real calculations. On a higher grid scale the deviation from the double precision solver can be comparable to the imprecision associated with system discretization on the grid. However, such high grid scales are rarely used and thus the utilization of single precision solvers is still reasonable.
For the calculation of single ion potential, the fast and precise approach is to use a focusing technique from rough grid with grid scale of 1 grid/Å to fine grid with grid scale of 3 grid/Å. For the rough grid it is also advantageous to use zero BC in the z direction and periodic BC in the x,y directions.
The use of a GPU solver with single precision and focusing techniques allows the calculation of SIP with a high final grid scale and a large simulation box in less than a day (13 thousand positions, 4 GPUs).
The solver was implemented as a standalone program and as a library with Python and C interface. The latter allows the incorporation into other software projects, which can benefit from the use of the GPU accelerated PE solver.
